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view the latest commit of a branch. So I've cloned a repo. I've created a branch, then pushed it. I committed, edited the code and pushed the changes to the branch. So far so good. In the meantime, the project has gone through massive changes. I've just downloaded the latest version of master. So far, so good. However, I want to see the latest commit on
branch. So how to do this? A: With Git you don't have to jump between branches (master) and remote. You just run: git checkout master git show master and it shows the commit on master that you would have gotten if you had run: git log --pretty=format:'%h %s' -1 If you want to see another person's commit: git show :path/to/file You can even alias this
as: [alias] show = log --pretty=format:'%h %s' -1 And you can set up another alias for the previous command: [alias] remote-update = show Q: Update on column DEFAULT value Why do I have to use the SET command to update a column DEFAULT value but not to UPDATE the same column? For example: SET DEFAULT 12345 ; -- doesn't work
UPDATE MyTable SET DEFAULT = '12345' ; -- works A: DEFAULT is a column specific data type and not an actual row. When you are setting a column default, you are setting the value of the column DEFAULT for all rows. The default value is only used on INSERT statements. The column default setting for a column is evaluated and assigned to that
column for rows which are INSERTed INTO but the column is not populated when rows are SELECTed. You can see this with the following: UPDATE MyTable SET DEFAULT = 123 3e33713323
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